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San Francisco Opera: Rusalka as a Darkly Beautiful Parable
July 1, 2019 | By Thomas May, Musical America

SAN FRANCISCO—After he returned from his sojourn in the New World, Dvorák ceased writing symphonies and
turned for inspiration to Czech legend and folklore: first, in a brilliant quartet of symphonic poems (still too
infrequently programmed) and then in a pair of operas.

It’s not surprising that Rusalka, the second of these, has found its place in the international repertoire as the
most popular of Dvorák’s ten stage works. Along with offering a poetic variant on a universally resonant
archetype (the folktale of the mermaid), Rusalka fuses Dvorák’s disparate musical influences into a versatile
musical language ideally primed for narrative effectiveness.

That said, Rusalka, which premiered in 1901, suffers from some basic dramaturgical weaknesses as well as
stretches of second-rate musical inspiration. But the production presented by San Francisco Opera—only the
second time Rusalka has been staged by the company—swept these shortcomings aside to reveal a richly
layered and fully engaging work.

First seen at Chicago Lyric Opera, director David McVicar’s vision (directed for this revival by Leah Hausman)
transforms this fairy-tale involving supernatural creatures and doomed love into a compelling parable of
destruction and tragic misunderstanding. The overall effect is of a mashup between E.T.A. Hoffmann at his
most morose and the macabre quirkiness of a Tim Burton film.

Rachel Willis-Sørensen (Rusalka) and Kristinn Sigmundsson (Vodni´k the Water Goblin)

This wasn’t a vague concept grafted onto the material. The contributions from the design team reinforced
McVicar’s underlying interpretation of a fatal incompatibility between nature and human civilization—
represented by the forest realm of Rusalka and her fellow nymphs as against the luxurious castle life of the
Prince with whom she falls desperately in love.

A moon-dominated landscape painting hanging in front of the curtain suggested a 19th-century German
Romantic’s escapist fantasy of a lost natural Eden. During the Prelude, McVicar staged a pantomime in which
the unhappy Prince, in fancy evening dress, was seen escaping into a dream: the forest setting of the first act.
John Macfarlane’s set presented a large-scale embodiment of the painting’s atmosphere, with a mysterious
moon looming over a glade of trees and a small lake (subtly lit by David Finn).

But the idyll was crudely disrupted by sections of a 19th-century industrial construction framing the stage, one
side of which housed the forest witch Ježibaba. If it wasn’t already clear why she and Rusalka’s father Vodník
loathe humans—the results of their “progress” have been encroaching on this pristine setting—that point was
driven home in the final act, after Rusalka’s ill-fated foray into the human realm. She returned to the setting of
the first act, but it was now headed Götterdämmerung-ward, soon to be being transformed into a wasteland.
Her sister nymphs (Moritz Junge’s fanciful costumes implied they had been reduced to recycling human
castoffs) lurched about as if no longer able to ward off the effects of their increasingly toxic environment—
though singing as radiantly as in the first scene.

SFO assembled a first-rate cast headed by American soprano Rachel Willis-
Sørensen [pictured], making her role debut. Her poignant lyricism in the
“Song to the Moon” was merely one facet of a performance that movingly
spelled out the harrowing pain of Rusalka’s predicament. Even when
prevented from using her voice as a condition of entering the human sphere,
her Rusalka emanated a vivid stage presence, her contorted motions
conveying the nymph’s alienation and dismay. Willis-Sørensen made her later
confrontation with Ježibaba a heroic moment of self-determination, while her
emotional intensity in the final scene with the Prince was devastating.
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The opera’s characterization of the Prince—and the human world overall—is meager in comparison with his
supernatural counterparts, but Brandon Jovanovich added depth with nuanced singing that blended passion
and sorrow. He displayed a believable sense of conflict over the inexplicable situation of Rusalka’s silence, while
the young soprano Sarah Cambidge impressively underscored the cruel haughtiness of the nymph’s rival, the
Foreign Princess.

McVicar’s staging of the second act showed the Prince’s domain to be built on the domination of nature:
taxidermied stag trophies lined the main hall, while the kitchen evoked a grotesque slaughterhouse. Colorful
performances by Laura Krumm as the Kitchen Boy and Philip Horst as the Gamekeeper suggested, in their
distrust of the strange newcomer Rusalka, a parallel to the fairy world’s aversion to human interlopers.

Jamie Barton made Ježibaba into a fascinatingly ambiguous (and enjoyable) sorceress. Accompanied by a
retinue of menacing crows—one of several delights from Andrew George’s choreography—she mingled the
demonic with touches of twisted humor that are a signature of McVicar’s production. Bass Kristinn
Sigmundsson accentuated the quirkiness of the Water Goblin (Vodník) but also showed tenderness in his
scenes with daughter Rusalka.

Holding it all together was the outstanding musical direction of Eun Sun Kim [MA New Artist of the Month, June
2018], who was at home not only with the score’s Wagnerian resonances but with Dvorák’s folk-inflected
rhythmic energy, too. The orchestra’s vibrant responsiveness made Kim’s debut here a spectacular one for a
company currently in search of a music director.
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